
Washington State Patrol Terminates 127 Employees Over Vaccine Mandate
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USA: Thanks for the article. Sadly, most Americans have a market share view of what they consider
creditable information so of course there’s nothing but totally inhuman anti-American, anti-liberty news
coming from all the traditional MSN sources.

The first issue is the matter of edicts from self appointed royalty which transgresses over all rights and
legally assigned powers. Then there’s the issue of the legality of any mandate, which btw this so called
mandate is nothing but an edict, so a de facto dictator, and which is, nevertheless, apparently no
where to be found in the Congressional Record, so may not even legally exist. This begs the question
of whether the State of Washington can produce legal proof that any such illegal edict was ever issued
by the self proclaimed dictator in DC because so far as I know, nobody can find any written record of it.

Then we have the real issue, and the real issue is that the United States of America is under attack by
a foreign power which the Biden Administration has kept close relations with, and that is the CCP of
Red China. The people allied with the designs of that totalitarian authority of China are engaged in all
activities to destroy not just the United States, but Canada, Mexico, and all of the Nato Alliance. They
have effectively conquered Australia already and are now engaged in completing the next phase of
eliminating all resistance with state sponsored terror.

Americans need to understand that the real issue is not the disease itself, it is the vaccine and the
vaccine is the vehicle of death, and nearly all deaths are now coming from the fully vaccinated. Colin
Powell was fully vaccinated and needless to say had the best medical care our nation can provide and
yet he still died.

We need the media to connect the dots for the public in order to Save our nation, even to save our
races, which means all of them, because the plan from the CCP is that in order for it to survive it needs
to be in complete control of the entire planet. It also needs to be able to feed the growing and huge
Asian Cities and it cannot do that without American, Canadian, Mexican, and European lands.

We are in a global war with the CCP and allied with the CCP are the Globalists whom are buying up all
the farm land and engaging in tactics to drive out small farmers. We need to connect up the activities of
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Bill Gates and others to their efforts to profit from this plan because that’s why they are involved.

People need to use good sense but they also need to look at all information. If this understanding of
how the rich are connected to the Chinese Communist Party is not understood, and how this vaccine is
a bio-weapon, which by all accounts it is, then we will all be exterminated because their plan is for a
Chinese Planet and their plan is to wipe out all other races, which of course means all other Asian’s as
well.

The Gov’s of WA, Or, & Ca have all planted a dagger in the backs of every American and I seriously
doubt it’s accidental.
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